
Product support overview 

At Cycle Pharmaceuticals, we understand the  
impact a disease diagnosis has on the lives of your 
patients and their loved ones, and the challenges 
you face as a healthcare provider. 

We know that life-changing treatments need  
life-improving product support to match. That’s 
why we created Cycle Vita, delivering your patients 
individualized product support which is as unique  
as they are. 

This guide aims to provide you with an overview 
of the product support Cycle Vita can offer your 
patients, for life.

This brochure is intended for US healthcare providers.

Cycle Vita
here for your 
patients, for life

http://www.cyclevita.life
http://www.cyclepharma.com


To meet the unique and challenging needs of patients,
Cycle Vita provides individualized product support at every step*

�*Some�areas�of�product�support�are�treatment�specific�and�may�not�be�accessible�to�all�
patients.�Eligibility�criteria�may�apply�to�ensure�compliance�with�all�applicable�federal�and�
state�requirements,�and�benefits�may�be�limited�to�commercially�insured�patients�only.

*�*Cycle�Vita�cannot�complete�preauthorization,�medical�language�or�submissions�for�HCP.�
Cycle�Vita�can�be�expected�to�monitor�progress�of�PA�between�the�HCP�and�the�Payor�
including�submission�and�follow�up�reminders�with�both�parties.

$

Rx

New patient intake and 
enrollment support*

Benefit investigation

Coordinate between stakeholders 
to meet prior authorization and 
document requirements

Co-Pay assistance and 
reimbursement

Identification of any potential 
financial assistance options 
available to eligible patients

Benefit summary fax and call
Benefit outcome shared with HCP 
and patient

Route patient info & Rx to 
specialty pharmacy

Ensure an uninterrupted supply of 
your patients’ therapy with the help of 
timely prescription renewal reminders

HCP field reimbursement support

In-office education for best practices of 
submissions and expectation setting for 
other logistics

Continuous clinical support

Registered Clinicians can provide 
disease state and medication 
training to facilitate adherence

Prior authorization** and appeals

Facilitate the process of 
submission requirements, including 
strengthening denied submissions



When you prescribe a Cycle treatment, as well 
as ensuring your patients receive best-in-class 
medicines, your patients will get a trusted partner 
to guide them at every step of their journey. To find 
out what product support is available to help your 
patients, contact the Cycle Vita team today.

Cycle Pharmaceuticals’ 
commitment to patients 
extends beyond life-changing 
treatments

+1�(888)�360-VITA 
+1 (888) 360-8482

hello@cyclevita.life

www.cyclevita.life

A friendly, familiar team is waiting here 
at Cycle Vita, for your patients, for life.
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